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Hong Kong was occasionally regarded as “Cultural Desert” some decades ago. 
However, someone may be ignorant if they still regard this is true nowadays. Being a 
British colony in 1842 and becoming a Special Administrative Region of the 
People’s Republic of China in 1997, Hong Kong has been developing within more 
than one and a half centuries into a metropolis with unique culture of both Chinese 
and Western cultural characteristics. However, the colonial government before 1997 
had seldom to take care about the welfare or even the development of culture in the 
colony for local people (i.e. the Chinese) until the political riot in 1967.  
 
Hence, no cultural policy at all was implemented during the colonial 
government’s regime until late 1960s. People of Hong Kong in the colonial era could 
therefore have freedom to develop their own culture. An identity of Hong Kong 
people with distinctive culture eventually gradually developed before the handover 
of sovereignty in 1997. Such identity not only recognized by many people of Hong 
Kong (HKU POP 2015) but also agreed by the Chinese Central Government as the 
governance principles for Hong Kong stating that “One country two systems, Hong 
Kong will be managed by the people of Hong Kong”. 
 
Though reactive approach was adopted after the political riot in 1967, the 
colonial government had never adopted a comprehensive cultural policy. The policy 
was fragmented and only focused on high culture and performing arts as well as 
conservation of antiquities and monuments. Local culture and non-art form 
particularly intangible items such as cultural landscape and spirit of place were 
overlooked.  
 
The government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) 
established in 1997 still follows the reactive approach on making fragmented cultural 
policy. A policy recommendation report was submitted to the government by the ad 
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hoc Culture and Heritage Commission in 2003. However, no prominent 
improvement on cultural policy has been made.   
 
Subsequently, several controversies on conservation of cultural landscape and 
collective memories arose in past decade because of fuzzy cultural policy. For 
instance, the conservation of “Blue House” at Wanchai, the demolition of Star Ferry 
Pier and Queen’s Pier at Central, the demolition of tenement buildings at Lei Tung 
Street, Wanchai and conservation of tenement buildings at Wing Lee Street, Central 
triggered disputes and confrontations amongst the government and stakeholders, 
including pressure groups and non-government organisations (NGOs). The writer 
perceives that whether such cases had been satisfactorily settled, the involvements of 
NGOs and their contributions on cultural conservation and promotion should not be 
overlooked.  
 
The writer argues that the appearance of fragmented cultural policy and 
controversies on cultural conservation in Hong Kong is a result of inefficient cultural 
governance particularly after the establishment of the HKSAR.  
 
 This capstone project is to study the role of NGOs in cultural conservation 
and promotion in Hong Kong. Due to time constraint, the writer will focus the study 
mainly on the Community Partner, i.e. the Hulu Culture and few other major NGOs 
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION 
 
It was very true that during the colonial era particularly in the late 19
th
 and early 
20
th
 centuries, “Hong Kong had been gained as a way into the lucrative China trade, 
arts and culture were placed low in priority” (Ooi 1995, 273). As the major 
population was Chinese who migrated to Hong Kong from neighbouring provinces 
like Kwong Tong (廣東), Kwong Sai (廣東) and Fuk Kin (福建), they were free to 
bring into the colony different life styles, customs, religions, entertainments and 
cultures.  
 
However, these mass cultures popular in Chinese population at grass-root level 
were regarded by the elite and bourgeois classes as low culture.  The high culture 
regarded by most Chinese elites and bourgeois of Hong Kong in the early 20
th
 
century was literature like fiction, novel, poem, etc.  It was not surprised when a 
young teacher, Mr Lau Tsui (劉隨) mentioned Hong Kong as a desert because of the 
harsh environment for developing culture (i.e. Chinese literature) while he met Mr 
Lo Shun (魯迅), the contemporary Chinese litterateur visiting the colony in 1927 
(Chan Koon Chung 陳冠中). The term “Cultural Desert (文化沙漠)” was then 
occasionally mentioned particularly by intellectuals again to describe the under 
development of culture in Hong Kong. 
 
Undoubtedly, the colonial government would intentionally neither intervene the 
Chinese in practising their own traditions, customs and cultures nor encouraged them 
to develop or strengthen their sense of cultural identity. It should be due to the 
political rationale behind that the strengthening of cultural identity would trigger the 
Chinese’s demand for democracy and autonomy. It was because the colonial 
government might worry about that this would jeopardize the effective governance of 
Hong Kong and eventually affect the trade and diplomatic relationship with the 




The writer agreed with Luk Hung Ki’s (陸鴻基) opinion about the tricky policy 
on education of students for cultural identity. Luk opined that “英國在香港的殖民
統治, 從來沒有要把香港與中國割裂, 反而是希望加強香港與內地的聯繫, 使香
港能夠最有效充當英國對華貿易的基地 … 要求香港學生在語言文化上認同中
國, 但在政治上避免參與中國的激烈政治行動. 這個政策, 更不著意培育對香港
的認同, 以免造成香港人要求港人治港, 因而間接威脅到中英貿易” (Literally: 
The British government never intended to demarcate Hong Kong from China 
throughout the colonial administration. On the contrary, the British government 
wished to strengthen the connection of Hong Kong to China. Consequently, Hong 
Kong could serve as an effective base for Sino-British trade … requesting students of 
Hong Kong to recognize the similarity of culture and language with China, but 
politically to avoid taking part in vigorous political campaigns. The intention for 
implementing such a policy was not to develop the sense of local identity in order to 
avoid the demand for autonomy by people of Hong Kong. Otherwise, the Sino-
British trade would be threatened indirectly.) (Sinn 1995, 75).  
 
Hence, no cultural policy at all was implemented during the colonial 
government’s regime until late 1960s. People of Hong Kong in the colonial era could 
therefore have freedom to develop their own culture. An identity of Hong Kong 
people “ 香港人” with distinctive culture eventually gradually developed before the 
handover of sovereignty in 1997. Such identity not only recognized by many people 
of Hong Kong (HKU POP 2015), but also agreed by the Chinese Central 
Government. It is explicitly stated in the governance principles for Hong Kong that 
“One country two systems, Hong Kong will be managed by Hong Kong people”  (中
央政府門戶網站 -  Chinese Central Government Gateway Net 2015). 
 
Culture is a way of life of social group, it is the behaviour, beliefs, values, skills, 
knowledge, etc learned from their daily life particularly during their struggle for 
survival. All these items composing people’s culture will pass on from generation to 
generation with modifications in pace of social and environmental changes. The 
distinctive culture that strengthening the identity of Hong Kong people developed in 
the past one and a half centuries was not simply a blend of Chinese and western 
cultures, but also a hybridization of various cultures (Chan Koon Chung) : 
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- Chinese traditional culture 
- Kwong Tung (廣東) Provincial or Ling Nam (嶺南) culture 
- Other Chinese provincial cultures 
- Chinese Republican culture (between 1910s and 1940s) 
- Political culture of the communist China (after 1949) 
- British and colonial culture 
- Cultures of other western or developed countries (e.g. USA, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan) 
 
A political riot in 1967 arouse in Hong Kong consequent to the Cultural 
Revolution in the communist China starting from 1966. After the riot, the colonial 
government decided to conduct cultural activities for Chinese particularly youngsters 
in order to restore the social stability and economic development. Many concerts of 
western music and opera, Chinese music and opera, as well as western pop music 
were organised by the colonial government.  
 
In 1977, an internal study on the role of arts development in Hong Kong was 
conducted by the colonial government. It first admitted to apply a “reactive policy” 
for providing advisory and support services to the arts professionals. The colonial 
government decided that they would serve as a coordinator and activator, provider 
and promoter for providing basic facilities of arts display and performances, and 
would provide subsidy or support if necessary, in order to train and develop arts 
talents or develop new arts form (Hong Kong Arts Development Council).  
 
However, the colonial government had ever adopted a comprehensive cultural 
policy. The policy was fragmented and only focused on high culture and performing 
arts as well as conservation of antiquities and monuments. Local culture and non-art 
form particularly intangible items such as cultural landscape and spirit of place were 
overlooked. On the other hand, the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance was in 
force in 1976 for the “preservation of objects of historical, archaeological and 
palaeontological interest” (Law of Hong Kong Cap 53, Section 2). 
 
In 1980s, the colonial government began to promote the performing arts and 
cultural events to paper over the tracks before the British government’s handing over 
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of sovereignty of Hong Kong to China.  Construction of the Cultural Centre, Arts 
Museum, History Museum, Science Museum, Cultural Museum, Hong Kong 
Coliseum, town halls, etc. The colonial government also organised many large scale 
cultural events like Hong Kong Art Festival to echo the government policy on 
promotion and development of performing arts and fine arts. Direct election of 
councillors of the Urban Council (UC) and Regional Council (RC) was organised in 
1995. It was the first and last time for Hong Kong people to freely select their 
representatives to sit in the UC and RC, the policy makers for cultural and 
recreational matters of Hong Kong between 1973 and 1999.  
 
The government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region set up in 
1997 still follows the reactive approach on making fragmented cultural policy. A 
policy recommendation report was submitted to the government by the ad hoc 
Culture and Heritage Commission (CHC) in 2003. However, no prominent 
improvement on cultural policy has been made.   
 
The CHC opined that “there are great differences between Hong Kong and the 
Mainland in living standard, education and social values, many Hong Kong people 
do not show a strong affiliation with their ethnic cultural identity… A recent survey 
has also revealed that more young people identify themselves as “Hong Kong” rather 
than “Chinese” people … Hong Kong people’s cultural affiliation with China, 
particularly among the youth, will increase as the gap in social and economic 
development between Hong Kong and the Mainland diminishes. However, this is a 
process which takes time, and which the SAR government can facilitate through 
civic education” (CHC 2003, 11 -12).  
 
Out of the CHC’s expectation, more youngsters recognized themselves as Hong 
Kong people than Chinese people even time had been taken. A public opinion poll 
showed that more youngsters recognising themselves as Hong Kong people as in 
June 2015 (age 18 - 29: 62.9%) than 12 years ago as in March 2003 (36.4%) (HKU 
POP). In fact, the gap in social and economic development between Hong Kong and 
the Mainland has been enlarging in the past decade. Controversies between Hong 
Kong and the Mainland appear continuously subsequent to the adverse effect of 
parallel traders, individual travel scheme, argument of universal suffrage for CE 
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election, perception of political intervention to Hong Kong from the Central 
Government, etc 
 
It is also a conundrum for the government to explicitly encourage people of 
Hong Kong to recognize their identities as Hong Kong People. The more people 
recognize themselves as Hong Kong people will be advantageous for social 
cohesiveness and harmony as well as implementing new government policy. 
However, this will be disadvantageous for people of Hong Kong to recognize 
themselves as Chinese people, as well as not beneficial for elimination of 
communication barrier amongst people of Hong Kong and the Mainland (Ming Pao 
Monthly). Such embarrassing situation is quite similar to the situation of the colonial 
government reluctantly encouraged the Chinese citizens to recognize their identities 
before 1997 according to Luk’s opinion mentioned in previous paragraph. 
 
The eagerness for encouraging the Chinese in Hong Kong to recognize their 
identity of both Chinese and Hong Kong people was reflected in the policy address 
of Mr Tung Chee Wah, the former Chief Executive of the HKSAR Government. He 
mentioned in his policy address in three consecutive years about identity, Chinese 
history and culture. Hereunder are the extracts of his speech: 
 
Policy Address 1998 
Paragraph 124: “To foster a sense of belonging and identity, we need to 
promote our heritage, which is a valuable cultural legacy” 
 
Paragraph 125: “A noticeable trend among our people of wanting to know 
more about our country’s proud culture, history and heritage … we will also 
look to strengthen Hong Kong’s own unique culture” 
 
Policy Address 1999 
Paragraph 164: “Our reunification with the motherland has enabled us to build 
on Chinese culture and at the same time draw on Western culture to develop our 
own distinctive and colourful culture … Hong Kong possesses a unique cultural 
history going back several thousand years. This not only helps us to establish 




Policy Address 2000 
Paragraph 78: In the overall development of our society we need to improve 
the quality of life, with a greater emphasis on culture, better social cohesion and 
more shared values …” 
 
Paragraph 79: “Our young students have much to learn about the history of our 
country. They should find out more about our great cultural heritage … We can 
make the best of our own creativity and enrich our culture in the new era by 
building on the foundation of an integration of the best of Chinese and foreign 
cultures” 
 
However, the government’s eagerness and the expectation of Chinese top 
leader
1
 to encourage Hong Kong youngsters in recognition of their national identities 
through education hit the rock bottom. The proposal of a new curriculum of Moral 
and National Education (MNE) as transformation of the current curriculum of Moral 
and Civic Education (MCE) in primary and secondary schools announced in 2012 
was eventually withdrawn few months later under vigorous public opposition led by 
the "Civil Alliance Against the National Education" which was formed by 15 
organisations like Scholarism, Parents' Concern Group, Hong Kong Federation of 
Students, Alliance Youth and Civil Human Rights Front.  
 
From the perspective of both colonial and HKSAR governments, “culture” is 
perceived as performing arts and fine arts like classic music, traditional operas, ballet, 
drama, paintings and art works (Hong Kong Arts Development Council). Those 
popular cultures like pine apple bun, silk filtered milk tea, luncheon meat and egg 
instant noodle, pop music, films, street dance, graffiti, dai pai dong (cooked food 
stalls) as well as cultural landscape and spirit of place of local districts are always 
overlooked by the policy maker as valuable resources of local culture. The writer 
argues that there may be political rationale behind for the policy maker to 
                                                 
1
  President Hu Jintao, President of the People’s Republic of China officiating at the celebration of 
10
th
 Anniversary of establishment of HKSAR mentioned that “我們要重視對青少年進行國民教




deliberately overlook the existing local culture. Consequently, most people of Hong 
Kong are not aware of and recognize the value of the local culture. Occasionally, 
someone may mention again Hong Kong is a cultural desert. The writer will opine 
that they should be ignorant about the unique and vital local culture of Hong Kong 
nowadays.  
 
Subsequently, several controversies on conservation of cultural landscape and 
collective memories appeared in past decade because of fuzzy cultural policy and 
misinterpretation of culture by the government and public. For instance, the 
conservation of “Blue House” at Wanchai, the demolition of Star Ferry Pier and 
Queen’s Pier at Central, the demolition of tenement buildings at Lei Tung Street, 
Wanchai and conservation of tenement buildings at Wing Lei Street, Central 
triggered disputes and confrontations amongst the government and stakeholders, 
including pressure groups and non-governmental organisations (NGOs).  
 
The writer perceives that the major cause for these controversies is the 
communication barrier between the government, stakeholders and the public. The 
different perceptions on culture and identity of Hong Kong people amongst all 
parties may be the key source of communication barrier. From the perspective of the 
government, some of the stakeholders and public, culture is narrowly perceived as 
high culture like performing arts and fine arts which is developed under splendid 
economic development. The government also believes that the identity as Hong 
Kong people is originated from Chinese traditional culture and patriotism to the 
communist China.  
 
However, some stakeholders and public particularly the youngsters born after 
1980s will value local and mass culture as a human right and essentiality of day life. 
They will perceive their identities as Hong Kong people is not necessarily affiliated 
to the Chinese traditional culture and patriotism. They will value more on collective 
memories of distinct cultural landscape, spirit of place or current life style than urban 
renewal or economic redevelopment followed by problems of gentrification.  
 
The writer also perceives that the government has overlooked the role and 
function of NGOs in cultural conservation and promotion. The government seldom 
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consulted NGOs in the past on this issue. For instance, only a representative of NGO 
had been invited to join the Antiquities Advisory Board as member. In fact, many 
NGOs have been performing various roles like advocacy, supporter and educator in 
cultural conservation and promotion. Their involvements and their contributions on 
this issue should not be overlooked. 
 
The writer argues that the appearance of fragmented cultural policy and 
controversies on cultural conservation in Hong Kong is a result of inefficient cultural 
governance particularly after the establishment of the HKSAR. The government of 
HKSAR, in particular, seems to be eager to make use of the political aspect of 
cultural governance for building cultural and national identity amongst Chinese 
citizens and thus overlooks the need, or may be deliberately not to make a 
comprehensive cultural policy for considering not only high or elite culture, but also 
mass and local culture. 
 
This capstone project is to study the role of NGOs in cultural conservation and 
promotion in Hong Kong. Due to time constrain and academic insufficiency, the 
writer will focus the study mainly on the Community Partner, i.e. the Hulu Culture 





Chapter 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 The writer briefly outlines here the concepts and propositions for this study. 
Detail discussions based on these concepts and propositions with case studies will be 
followed in Chapter 5. 
 
What is NGOs? 
According to the United Nations Rule of Law, a non-governmental 
organisation (NGO) is a non-profit-making and independent organisation formed on 
a local, national or international level to look after the fair and equitable distribution 
of common good to the public. NGOs formed by public (at least some volunteers) 
with common goal will perform diversified social services and humanitarian 
functions like raising public interest issues to governments or authorities, monitoring 
policy and public programme implementation, and encouraging publics to care about 
and take part in decision making of their well-being. However, many NGOs in Hong 
Kong may only focus on particular service or function in views of specified vision 
and resource availability. For instance, the Hulu Culture and the Conservancy 
Association Centre for Heritage are formed to organise activities for cultural 
conservation and promotion in Hong Kong. 
 
Furthermore, it is perceived generally the following are the important roles to 
be performed by NGOs: (NGO Café) 
 
Supplementary Provider 
NGOs can provide with sponsored resources those social services inefficiently 
provided or overlooked by government agencies to public, particularly the 
underprivileged groups on supplementary basis. 
 
Innovator 
NGOs can be more innovative, flexible and efficient than government agencies 
for providing social services to public. Government agencies are always 
criticised to be bureaucratic, conservative, inefficient and insufficient for 
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providing social services. NGOs always take the initiative to provide new 
social services meeting increasing needs of the community.  
 
Communicator 
NGOs are commonly community based and thus can communicate with the 
public at local level and convey people’s needs or feedbacks to government for 
improvement and follow-up actions. NGOs can also share information or 
opinions each other for improving and extending social services. 
 
Advocate 
NGOs may speak for the general interest of community or the underprivileged 
groups to ask government for formulation of new policy or revision of existing 
policy to meet the social needs. 
  
Monitor 
NGOs will monitor the provision of social service and implementation of 
social policies by government or its agencies.  
 
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO) recommends that “at the national level, states parties are encouraged to 
involve NGOs in their safeguarding efforts especially in the identification and 
definition of intangible cultural heritage since NGOs are often best placed to work 
directly with heritage communities”. However, in Hong Kong, the government tends 
to involve advisory board or committee formed by appointed experts or professionals 
to give advice on culture and heritage issues. For instance, the ad hoc Culture and 
Heritage Commission, Antiquities Advisory Board and Intangible Cultural Heritage 
Advisory Committee have been formed by the government to serve such purpose. 
 
Stephen Heintz, President of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund of USA believed 
that NGOs have three primary contributions in modern societies (Heintz): 
 
Encouraging Volunteerism 
NGOs will provide opportunities for people who wish to serve the community 
voluntarily and work together to promote social values and civic goals they 
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appreciate. The writer supports this view because there have been many 
volunteers helping the Hulu Culture and St James’ Settlement to organise 
various activities for cultural conservation and promotion. 
 
Efficient Management of Common Good 
NGOs are believed to be more efficient in managing common goods because of 
the non-profit driven and flexible management approach different to private 
enterprises and government agencies. Culture and heritage including historical 
architecture and other artefacts are regarded as common goods because they 
are non-excludable but exhaustible for sharing by publics. An exemplified case 
in Hong Kong is the conservation project for the “Blue House” at Wanchai 
managed by the St James’ Settlement with  a model of “留屋留人（residents 
can stay at own discretion while the historical building will be conserved）”. 
Comparing with the conservation project managed by private enterprise for the 
former Marine Police Headquarters (now known as “Heritage 1881”) at 
Tsimshatsui, the “Blue House” project seems to be more efficient in view of 
cultural conservation and welcome by conservationists.   The “Heritage 1881” 
project has been criticised as a bad demonstration for cultural conservation as it 
is only regarded as a gentrified project of shopping mall for tourists. 
 
Acceptance of New Challenge and Risk   
NGOs are more likely to attempt and accept new challenge and risk in 
managing common good which may not be desirable for government agencies 
or private enterprises from administrative, political or economic perspectives. 
The “Blue House” project is regarded as a challenging project advocated and 
managed by the St James’ Settlement.  
 
The writer visited in early this July the exhibition of “Our Rocking City (山下
我城)” at the Kowloon Walled City Park organised by the Hulu Culture. He was 
inspired by an article introducing the archaeological discovery of ancient well at the 
construction site of MTR at Kowloon City. Title of the article is “Do not let history 
brush past us without doing anything” or in Chinese“別讓我們跟歷史擦身而過”. 
It is very true that if people appreciate those culture and heritage which are being 
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endangered, they should not just let them pass away but at least take necessary action 
such asking the government for remedial action. Idealistically, the writer wishes local 
NGOs may perform the important roles mentioned earlier such as advocate to 
negotiate with the government for remedial action if most people are not aware or 
not interested in conservation issue as in the case of demolition of the Star Ferry Pier 
and Queen’s Pier a decade ago.  
 
What is culture? 
The writer agrees with Raymond Williams’ view that “Culture is ordinary. 
Every human society has its own shape, its own purposes, its own meanings ... The 
making of a society is the finding of common meanings and directions, and its 
growth is an active debate and amendment under the pressures of experience, contact, 
and discovery, writing themselves into the land … We use the word culture in these 
two senses: to mean a whole way of life – the common meanings; to mean the arts 
and learning – the special processes of discovery and creative effort.”  
 
The usual practice of most Hong Kong people in their daily life such as going 
to work at 9:00 am and off work at 5:00 pm, having egg and luncheon meat instant 
noodle with milk tea as breakfast, having dinner and watch TV programme at home 
with family at 8:00 pm, going to church or going to “Yum Cha”, i.e. drinking tea and 
eating “dim sum” at Chinese restaurant with family on Sunday morning, visiting 
relatives or friends or joining tour to Japan or Southeast Asian countries during 
Chinese New Year holidays, celebrating the Valentine Day, watching the dragon 
boat races, eating moon cakes in the Mid Autumn Festival and watching fire dragon 
dance at Tai Hang, taking part in the Trailwalker and celebrating the Christmas with 
friends are ordinary and familiar to each other. They will also occasionally enjoy 
Chinese and western classic music, pop music, opera and visit museums. Hong Kong 
people enjoy both Chinese, oriental and western life styles and cultures. It is in fact 
such diversified daily life practices composing the common but unique culture of 
Hong Kong people. It is therefore culture can be perceived as the accumulation of 
learned knowledge and behaviour of a group of people or community which are 
generally valued and accepted to be the tradition of particular group or community 




What is cultural conservation? 
The term “cultural conservation” is less commonly used than “heritage 
conservation” in academic field. According to United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), heritage is “our legacy from the past, what we 
live with today, and what we pass on to future generations”. It is also defined as “any 
asset or group of assets, natural or cultural, tangible or intangible, that a community 
recognizes for its value as a witness to history and memory, while emphasizing the 
need to safeguard, to protect, to adopt, to promote and to disseminate such heritage” 
(LeBlanc). 
 
Heritage can be categorized into cultural and natural heritage. Cultural heritage 
can be further categorized into tangible and intangible heritage. Tangible cultural 
heritage includes movable (e.g. paintings, sculptures and other artefacts), immovable 
(e.g. monuments and archaeological sites) and underwater cultural heritage (e.g. 
shipwrecks and ruins of cities). Natural heritage are those natural sites with cultural 
aspects like cultural landscape and physical, biological or geological formations 
(UNESCO). 
 
Conservation means “all actions or processes that are aimed at safeguarding the 
character-defining elements of a cultural resource so as to retain its heritage value 
and extend its physical life” (Parks Canada, 17). 
 
The writer uses the term “cultural conservation” in this research to emphasize 
on the intangible treasures of Hong Kong people’s ordinary daily life which are 
overlooked by the government and many people but well worth to pass on future 
generations. For instance, the open market at Tai Yuen Street, Wanchai could be 
conserved eventually in the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) project in 2006 
because of its intangible heritage values advocated by local residents and 
conservationists, particularly the organic and distinctive characteristics of local 
culture (Chau).  Hence, the writer will focus the study of the role of NGOs on 




What is cultural policy? 
According to the Round-table Meeting on cultural polices held by UNESCO in 
1967 in Monaco, cultural policy means “a body of operational principles, 
administrative and budgetary practices and procedures which provide a basis for 
cultural action by the State.” The Meeting also agreed that “each Members State 
determines its own cultural policy accordingly to the cultural values, aims and 
choices it sets for itself.”  
 
In the World Conference held in Mexico in 1982, Member States of UNESCO 
solemnly agreed that cultural policies should be produced with reference to the 
following eight principles (paragraph highlights):  
 
Cultural Identity  
Paragraph 1: Every culture represents a unique and irreplaceable body of 
values since each people’s traditions and forms of expression are the most 
effective means of demonstrating its presence in the world. 
 
Cultural Dimension of Development 
Paragraph 10: Culture constitutes a fundamental dimension of the 
development process and helps to strengthen the independence, sovereignty 
and identity of nations. Growth has frequently been conceived in quantitative 
terms, without taking into account its necessary qualitative dimension, namely 
the satisfaction of man’s spiritual and cultural aspirations. The aim of genuine 
development is the continuing well-being and fulfilment of each and every 
individual. 
 
Culture and Democracy 
Paragraph 17: Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
proclaims that “everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of 
the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its 




Paragraph 18: Culture springs from the community as a whole and should 
return to it; neither the production of culture nor the enjoyment of its benefits 
should be the privilege of elites. Cultural democracy is based on the broadest 
possible participation by the individual and society in the creation of cultural 
goods, in decision-making concerning cultural life and in the dissemination and 
enjoyment of culture. 
 
Cultural Heritage 
Paragraph 23: The cultural heritage of people includes the works of its artists, 
architects, musicians, writers and scientists an also the work of anonymous 
artists, expressions of the people’s spirituality, and the body of values which 
give meaning to life. It includes both tangible and intangible works through 
which the creativity of that people finds expression: languages, rites, beliefs, 
historic places and monuments, literature, works of art, archives and libraries. 
 
Artistic and Intellectual Creation and Art Education 
Paragraph 27: The flowering of culture is inseparable both from the 
independence of people and from individual freedom. Freedom of opinion and 
expression is essential for the creative activities of artists and intellectuals alike. 
 
Relationship of Culture with Education, Science and Communication 
Paragraph 30: The overall development of society calls for complementary 
policies in the fields of culture, education, science and communication with a 
view to the establishment of a harmonious balance between technological 
progress and the intellectual and moral advancement of mankind. 
 
Planning, Administration and Financing of Cultural Activities 
Paragraph 41: Culture is the essential condition for genuine development. 
Society must make substantial efforts with respect to the planning, 
administration and financing of cultural activities. For this purpose account 
must be taken of the needs and problems of each society, always guaranteeing 





International Cultural Co-operation 
Paragraph 43: The widest possible dissemination of ideas and knowledge on 
the basis of cultural exchanges and encounters is essential to man’s creative 
activity and to the full development of the individual and of society. 
 
What is cultural governance? 
According to the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (UNESCAP), governance is the process of decision-making 
concerning common interests of a particular group, community, city or state and by 
which decisions are implemented or not implemented. In a state, except the 
government and military institutions, all other people and institutions including 
NGOs are also actors of governance. However, the participation, power and 
influence in decision making of particular actors will depend on the political, social 
and economic systems of their city or state. The underprivileged groups, e.g. poor 
people generally are the majority of a community, city or state are less participative, 
powerful and influential in the process of governance. They suffer the most and 
being exploited with less social and economic resources. NGOs or community based 
organisations (CBO) perhaps appear to help the underprivileged groups.  
 





Good governance is most essential for government and its institutions or 




Participation or involvement of all actors is a key element of good governance. 
Participation can be direct or through legitimate immediate institutions or 
representatives. 
 
Rule of Law 
Fair legal framework to be enforced impartially is required for good 
governance. Human rights particularly for underprivileged or minorities should 
be fully protected under the legal framework. 
 
Transparency 
Rules and regulations will be followed when decision and implementation are 
made. Stakeholders particularly who may be affected can freely access to the 
information of the decision and implementation in details.  
 
Responsiveness 
Stakeholders should be served within a reasonable timeframe by government 
institutions or agencies when a new policy or a decision to be implemented. 
 
Consensus orientation 
Broad consensus of the best interest as a whole to the community should be 
mediated amongst stakeholders concerning different interests from perspective 
of sustainable development. 
 
Equity and Inclusiveness 
All members should feel they have a stake and not excluded from the 
mainstream of society. They should also have equal opportunity to improve or 





Effectiveness and Efficiency 
Government institutions or agencies and administrative processes perform or 
produce results desirable or meeting the needs of society while making the best 




Accountability should be enforced with transparency and the rule of law. 
Government institutions or agencies must be accountable to the public. 
 
The above characteristics are essential and can be applied for good cultural 
governance through which a government to make proper decision for administration 
of cultural matters. Cultural governance can be defined from two different 
perspectives. From cultural perspective, cultural governance can be defined as 
“government’s direct or indirect involvement in the promotion and administration of 
programs of cultural organisations (including museums) existing in specific 
geographic boundaries with unique financial and administrative arrangements.” 
(Moon, 2001) 
 
From political perspective, cultural governance can be interpreted as measures 
for “controlling and channelling symbolic political expression so that it strengthens 
rather than challenges government legitimacy. It is therefore a concern for all states, 
but perhaps especially so for those which lack robust and respected electoral and 
legal institutions capable of conferring procedural legitimacy on state leaders. In the 
absence of firmly established democratic institutions, leaders may find historical and 
cultural assertions to be of indispensable value in staking their claim to a ‘right to 
rule’.” (Perry, 2013) 
 
 The writer argues that the government of HKSAR has been adopting both 
cultural and political approach of cultural governance for cultural and national 




Chapter 3 – RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
 Many Hong Kong people may agree with the writer that non-government 
organisations (NGOs) usually run on non-profit making basis has great contributions 
in providing supplementary social welfare and community services to people of 
Hong Kong (particularly those underprivileged groups or grass-root class). While 
many NGOs like the Tung Wah Group of Hospitals, Po Leung Kuk and Caritas have 
been providing diversified services such as medical and health care, education and 
social work, few other NGOs like the Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage, 
St James’ Settlement and Hulu Culture have been advocating or supporting the 
cultural conservation and promotion in Hong Kong. In fact, cultural conservation has 
not drawn public attention until the 2000s since the demolition of Star Ferry Pier and 
Queen’s Pier at Central in 2006 and 2007. 
 
 Unlike those historical buildings and other artefacts, local culture particularly 
those domestic trivia and manual crafts commonly practised before the era of 
technology advancement will always be overlooked by most people nowadays.  The 
writer agrees that many treasure of local culture has originally existed in people’s 
daily life. It is very true that, “其實香港的文化寶藏一直存在於日常生活中，只是
一直都為人忽視，沒有好好的看待成香港的文化……要定立香港的文化身
份……即是要重提香港日常生活的文化與創造性 (Literally: In fact the cultural 
treasure of Hong Kong exists in daily life, it is overlooked by people as the culture of 
Hong Kong … to recognize the cultural identity of Hong Kong … it should recall the 
domestic culture and creativity of daily life of Hong Kong” (Chiu Yi Ling). For 
instance, the use of dried sedge grass to tie vegetables and food in few decades ago is 
recommended by environmentalists nowadays to reduce the abuse use of plastic bag.  
 
Tying of vegetables and food by dried sedge grass at market (Source: Google) 
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 The writer has been impressed by the guided tours to Chinese tenement houses 
at Wanchai organised by the St James’ Settlement for encouraging youngsters to 
explore the treasure of local culture which would exist in ordinary daily life in the 
past. It would be more attractive for youngsters to recognize their identities through 
cultural activity than to study MNE curriculum in classroom.  
 
Consequently, the writer perceives that NGOs will be able to perform different 
roles in cultural conservation and promotion. The writer therefore wishes by 
adopting the following as research topic to find out the answer and explore what will 
be the possible constraint for NGOs to perform these roles: 
 
“To study the role of non-government organisations in cultural conservation 




Chapter 4 - METHOD 
 
The writer adopts the qualitative research approach in this study in order to 
have in-depth understanding of the roles performed by the NGOs in cultural 
conservation and promotion in past years after the handing over of sovereignty of 
Hong Kong to China in 1997. This approach is helpful for studying the NGOs what 
and how they performed in cultural conservation and promotion in past years. 
  
Archival research was applied by the writer in this study as the effective and 
efficient method to search from archival records liked newspapers, documents, 
articles, photos as well as all other audio visual records as the primary and secondary 
information. 
 
The writer conducted in-depth interviews in this June and July to collect first-
hand information from the part-time or full-time staff of the Hulu Culture, St James’ 
Settlement and the Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage. The interviewees 
indeed provided comprehensive information to the writer so that he could have a 
better understanding of the vision, position and past events of these NGOs. The 
scripts (in Chinese) of interview are at Appendix A for reference. 
 
The writer also interviewed the owner of supporting services in the Kwun Tong 
Industrial Area in this June as fulfilment of the task assigned by the Hulu Culture 
(the Community Partner assigned for my capstone project). The Hulu Culture would 
organise an exhibition of title “Kwun Tong South- the Backtory of Hong Kong (觀塘
南 – 香港後工場)” about the history of the Kwun Tong Industrial Development by 
end of this year. The information provided by the interviewees did help the writer to 
have a better understanding of the value of cultural landscape and spirit of place as in 
the case of the Kwun Tong Industrial Area being redeveloped to a core business 
district under the Energizing Kowloon East Project. The interviews did trigger the 
writer’s interest to study what further roles can the NGOs to be performed in cultural 
conversation and promotion. Would they speak for or do something proactive to help 
those underprivileged groups who struggle for survival in urban renewal or 
redevelopment? The writer successfully interviewed the owner of a catering service, 
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three newspapers stalls, a family-run restaurant, three snack/drinks shops, a 
stationery shop and a vegetable hawker. Selective scripts (in Chinese) of interview in 
narrative format are at Appendix B for reference. 
 
The writer attended several training sessions for tour guides of the San Po 
Kong Heritage Tour in this January as participant observation of a cultural event of 
the Hulu Culture. During the training sessions, the writer was able to observe the 
performance and reaction of the participants who would serve as the volunteer 
docents in future heritage tours. The writer appreciated that he could have a better 
understanding of the educational value of this cultural event through these training 
sessions. 
 
As requested by the Hulu Culture, the writer attempted to compile in narrative 
format the brief history (in Chinese) of Kowloon Bay, Kowloon City and San Po 
Kong as well as the Hong Kong Industrial Development. These would be considered 
as display information for the 5
th
 event of Heritage, Arts and Design 2014-2015 “Our 
Rocking City” to be held between this May and July at the Morse Park and Kowloon 
Walled City Park. Through this assignment, the writer could have better knowledge 
about the history and heritage of Kowloon Bay, Kowloon City and San Po Kong, as 
well as the industrial development of Hong Kong. The brief history of these areas is 




Chapter 5 – FINDINGS & DISCUSSIONS 
 
Fragmented Cultural Policy of HKSAR Government 
It was discussed in Chapter 1 that the colonial government had adopted no 
cultural policy until late 1960s. A reactive cultural policy was then made to focus on 
high culture particularly performing arts and fine arts. The writer would like to 
discuss in this chapter the reactive cultural policy adopted by the government of 
HKSAR.  
 
The writer understands that culture is ordinary but complex both in context and 
content. It should therefore be unrealistic and impossible to have a single cultural 
policy. The writer agrees that a comprehensive cultural policy should be “a body of 
operational principles, administrative and budgetary practices and procedures which 
provide a basis for cultural action” (UNESCO). The cultural policy should be 
practically “a cluster of public policies, which carry important cultural implications 
rather than individual ones” (Ho). Supplementary polices of other related 
perspectives like lands development, town planning, education, economic 
development and tourism should be produced to have synergy effect with the cultural 
policy. 
 
 After reviewing the current cultural policy (in Appendix D), the writer 
suggests including in the vision statement a definition of culture showing clearly 
what kinds of culture, for instance, traditional Chinese culture, performing arts, fine 
arts, local culture (i.e. generated from daily life like collective memory), religion, 
philosophy and literature to be focused in the policy. Merely a general description of 
Hong Kong as “an international cultural metropolis with a distinct identity grounded 
in Chinese traditions and enriched by different cultures” is insufficient for making a 
practicable operational directive. A clear definition of culture would help to identify 
the scope of culture to be focused. It also helps government departments and 
agencies to develop feasible operational and administrative guidelines, procedures 
and practices for implementation of the cultural policy
2
.  
                                                 
2
  An exemplified case is that the Korean Government not only has a clear cultural policy but also a 




The writer opines that the cultural objectives should better include a definition 
of cultural identity showing the core values and perception on culture of Hong Kong 
people. It is wise to precisely describe what “a distinct identity grounded in Chinese 
traditions and enriched by different cultures” looks like and what particular Chinese 
traditions and other cultures are valued by Hong Kong people. Cultural identity 
should be explicitly defined in cultural policy as recommended by UNESCO (as 
mentioned in Chapter 2). 
  
The writer perceives that the current cultural policy has an intention to induce 
the public a passive participation in cultural activities. For instance, the policy 
objectives emphasize on “to provide opportunities” for participation in culture and 
the arts as well as to develop artistic talents. The policy vision emphasizing “life is 
celebrated through cultural pursuit” echoes such idea3. Hence, the policy does not 
explicitly state that the public has the cultural democracy for active participation by 
exercising the right for decision-making, which is recommended by UNESCO in 
paragraph 18 of the principles for cultural policy (as mentioned in Chapter 2). The 
writer favours to include in the policy objectives the involvement of cultural masters 
and practitioners including NGOs in policy-making process. 
                                                                                                                                          
Culture” was passed by the National Assembly on 10.12.2013. Article 3 precisely defines “culture” 
as culture and arts, life styles, collective life styles, value system, tradition and belief, the holistic 
aspects related to customs, spirit, materialistic, cognitive, passion of a society and its members. 
Article 5 of the Act explicitly states the Korean Government and local governments should 
endeavour to promote national and local cultures as well as to ensure Koreans to have the right of 
enjoying culture. When propose or implement new policies, Korean Government and local 
governments should also assess the impact on the quality of life of Koreans from cultural 
perspective. (Lau Chun Yue) 
3
  The Hong Kong Government was criticised to regard culture and arts as a measure for paper over 
the tracks, but not an essentiality for enhancing citizens’ quality (Wu Yan Wai: 香港政府仍然把
文化藝術當成一種社會裝飾品與歌舞昇平的機器，而不是提升公民水平的必需品。 ) 
The government was also criticised for overlooking culture and arts from political and 
administrative perspectives, as they were merely regarded as amenities and recreations for citizens 
(CPU: 政治和行政上，政府不甚重視藝術文化，只把它視作近乎文娛康樂的層次。) On the 
contrary, the Korean Government has been concerning the conservation and development of 
culture. For instance, President Park Geun-hye addressed the National Assembly on 18.11.2013 
that “I will make Korea a happier place to live in by knitting cultural values into every nook and 
cranny of our society…by supporting an expanded and diverse range of infrastructure for culture, 
we will make it possible for every Korean citizen to enjoy cultural activities in daily life. We will 
also increase support for the promotion of the humanities as well as traditional and regional culture, 




The current cultural policy issued by the Home Affairs Bureau (HAB) is 
regarded as fragmented because of focusing mainly on Chinese traditional culture, 
performing arts and fine arts. It induces the impression that culture to be consumed 
and learned in people’s daily life. Directive for promoting and implementing cultural 
or heritage conservation (tangible and intangible heritage as mentioned in Chapter 2) 
is not included in the policy objectives. However, a policy on heritage conservation 
is issued by the Development Bureau (DB) very briefly as: 
 
“To protect, conserve and revitalise as appropriate historical and heritage sites 
and buildings through relevant and sustainable approaches for the benefit and 
enjoyment of present and future generations.”  
 
 The writer’s perception is further supported by the information of government 
financial support to culture and arts. About 49% of the annual funding in 2014-15 
was allocated to activities related to performing arts (4% for HK Academy for 
Performing Arts, 9% for performing arts groups, 4 % for HK Arts Development 
Council and 28% for public performing arts venues and programmes). The allocation 
of funding implies the cultural policy has focused on performing arts. Hence, other 
cultural activities like literature and pop culture have less attention and financial 
support for development. Interestingly, the Hong Kong Book Fair and Ani-com & 
Games Hong Kong are sponsored by the Hong Kong Tourism Board for tourism 
promotion. It seems that these popular events are not regarded as cultural activities. 
 
 Interestingly, Hong Kong government’s provision for arts and culture at $3.5 
billion was about 0.85% of total government expenditure in the year 2014-15. 
Korean Government’s expenditure for culture in 2014 at 5.3 trillion won, or 
HK$3.49 billion was about 1.5% of the total government budget
4
. Though more or 
less the same amount of money were spent by the Korean Government and Hong 
Kong Government, it seems that the Korean Government more concerned about 
                                                 
4
  President Park Geun-hye disclosed at the National Assembly on 18.11.2013 that “next year’s total 
expenditure for culture is set to 5.3 trillion won, 1.5 percent of the total government budget, for the 
full-fledged implementation of the policies for cultural enrichment.” (Korea.net) 
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culture by spending a comparative high percentage of annual budget than the Hong 
Kong Government. 
 
In 2014/15, the Government allocates $3.5 billion on culture and the arts 
(excluding capital works expenditure) 







Fragmented Cultural Policy as a Result of Inefficient Cultural Governance 
 As mentioned in Chapter 1, the colonial government had adopted reactive 
cultural policy and focused mainly on high culture and performing arts as well as 
provision of performing venues. However, it was perceived that partial cultural right 
and public participation in cultural governance had been experienced since 1973 
when the Urban Council (UC) became a statutory body. The UC members were 
appointed by the colonial government and through public election. The chairman was 
elected amongst elected members.  Since 1995, all UC members were elected 
through public election. The UC had independent financial resources and authority of 
policy making. The UC was supported by the Urban Services Department to execute 
its policies and decisions. The Regional Council (RC) with similar nature and legal 
status was established in 1986 and supported by the Regional Services Department. 
By mid 1980s and 1990s, both councils were actually the cultural policy maker 
instead of the colonial government. Perhaps, the cultural policy was fragmented with 
focus on high culture and performing arts and other cultural performances, as well as 
construction of grand performing venues like the Cultural Centre and Central Library.  
 
Ms Ada Wong, a member of the Provisional Urban Council between 1995 and 




主導政策。”(Literally: If cultural right is the basic right of citizens, those bottom-
up policy approach and participative governance principle should be the key 
elements of this right. Since 1970s, Hong Kong citizens have the opportunity to take 
part in cultural governance through the Urban Council as a platform. The decision 
making for cultural matters in those years was more open than nowadays. The 
government is willing to delegate its authority to the Council for taking the lead in 
cultural policy making and to provide the Council with resources.) (Wong Ying Kei) 
  
 The UC and RC were dissolved on 31.12.1999 as an excuse of the HKSAR 
government to provide better cultural and hygiene services to the citizens, as well as 
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to streamline the 3-tier council hierarchy (i.e. Legislative Council-Urban Council-
District Board) into 2-tier hierarchy (i.e. Legislative Council-District Board). The 
duties and services provided by the two councils were shouldered by the Leisure & 
Cultural Services Department (LCSD) and Food & Environmental Hygiene 
Department. 
 
 It was believed that the dissolution of two councils was mainly due to political 
reasons. One of the possible reasons was the over autonomy and financial 
independence of the two councils had threatened the government’s governance 
particularly on cultural policy making issues. This was sensitive to the government 
because to control cultural policy making would be helpful to build up the cultural 
identity of Chinese people of Hong Kong. The clue of such perception could be 
found in the policy address of Mr Tung Che Wah, Chief Executive in 1998: 
 
“A noticeable trend among our people of wanting to know more about our 
country’s proud culture, history and heritage … we will also look to strengthen 
Hong Kong’s own unique culture.” (paragraph 125) 
 
 The other possible reason was that most UC members were also members of 
the Democratic Party Hong Kong, a political party which was not supportive to the 
government. Hence, the existence of UC would possibly threaten the government’s 
governance.  
 
 The government once disclosed that the authority of UC and RC would be 
delegated to the District Councils. However, this has never been enforced. The 
authority for cultural policy making and administration are centralized at the Home 
Affairs Bureau (HAB) and supported by LCSD.  
 
 The writer argues that the fragmented cultural policy was a result of inefficient 
cultural governance after the government centralized the authority of cultural policy 
making after 1999. The policy making authority is currently centralized at HAB 
through LCSD. The cultural affairs shouldered by the Cultural Services Branch of 
LCSD and supported by the Performing Arts Division, Heritage and Museum 
Division and Libraries & Development Division. The Antiquities and Monuments 
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Office (AMO) under the Heritage and Museum Division has been set up to look after 
heritage and monument conservation. Furthermore, the Commissioner for Heritage's 
Office (CHO) was set up in 2008 under Development Bureau (DB) to support the 
bureau in implementing the heritage conservation policy.  The writer wonders it 
would be ineffective for two policy bureaus to look after cultural affairs. The writer 
also wonders there is no division set up in the LCSD to look after the development of 
other cultural items like religion, literature and pop culture.  
 
 The writer opines that the inefficient cultural governance is also due to lack of 
participation, transparency and consensus orientation. Such perspectives are deemed 
as the characteristics for good governance (as mentioned in Chapter 2). Though 
many advisory committees/ boards like the ad hoc Culture and Heritage Commission, 
Antiquities and Monument Advisory Board, Advisory Committee on Arts 
Development, Advisory Committee on Revitalisation of Historic Buildings, 
Intangible Cultural Heritage Advisory Committee, Art Museum Advisory Panel, 
Science Museum Advisory Panel and History Museum Advisory Panel have been set 
up under the HAB or DB, the government considers or accepts their advices solely 
on its discretion. No public’s participation in the cultural governance and policy 
making is not consensus oriented and with transparency. It is in fact a setback of 
cultural governance comparing with the colonial government’s regime where 
authority of cultural governance was delegated to the UC and RC. 
 
 Such inefficient cultural governance is criticized by UC member and District 
Board member. Ada Wong, former UC member criticizes that “康文署像金字塔的
架構十年不變，一位負責統領文化事務的副署長之下，設三位分管表演藝術、
博物館和圖書館的助理署長，這四人聯同署長主宰了文化決策”(Literally: The 
pyramid-like bureaucratic hierarchy of the LCSD does not change for a decade, a 
deputy director responsible for cultural affairs is supported by three assistant 
directors responsible for performing arts, museum and library services. These four 





 Mr Au Lok Hin, member of District Council (Southern) also criticizes that “文
化應該是與社會大眾密不可分之事，當我們口口聲聲說推動文化政策，收藏甚
麼、看甚麼卻由那十數人和康文署說了算，文化政策不會進步”(Literally: 
Culture should be the common affairs closely related to the people and community. 
We always concern about the improvement of cultural policy, but the decision for 
museum collections and gallery displays is entirely on the discretion of several 
LCSD’s staff. Certainly, no progress in cultural policy will be in effect.) (Au Lok 
Hin) 
 
NGOs’ involvement in Cultural Governance 
 Under the current cultural governance mechanism, the policy making 
authority is centralized at HAB and LCSD, as well as partially at DB. Advisory 
boards/ committees are formed to provide advices to the authority on cultural affairs. 
Members of these advisory boards/ committees are appointed by the government 
based on their expertise or profession in academic and cultural affairs.  It is notable 
that Ms Law Suk Kwan (羅淑君), Executive Director of the Hong Kong Boys and 
Girls Club was appointed a member of the Antiquities Advisory Board between 2009 
and 2014 (Appendix E). The Club has been providing activities for youngsters in 
cultural conservation and promotion. Furthermore, there are no other professionals or 
representatives from NGOs involving in cultural conservation and promotion 
appointed as member of these advisory boards/ committees. For instance, no 
representative from NGOs is appointed as member of the Intangible Cultural 
Heritage Advisory Committee. This committee is responsible to advise the 
government on the compilation and updating of the inventory of intangible cultural 
heritage of which many heritage and cultural events are also concerned by NGOs. 
This more or less reflects that the government has overlooked the roles of NGOs in 
the current consultative mechanism as well as in the cultural governance.  
 
However, many NGOs such as the Hulu Culture, the Conservancy 
Association Centre for Heritage and St James’ Settlement have been actively 
engaging in cultural conservation and promotion. Though being not involved in the 
cultural governance, NGOs are performing different roles like supplementary 
provider, innovator, communicator, advocate and monitor in cultural conservation 
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and promotion. Their contributions and influences may not be as direct and 
prominent as for participation in cultural policy making and cultural governance, but 
they have direct contact and communicate with the community. The community 
particular youngsters who learn and appreciate the value of culture and cultural 
conservation from NGOs’ activities may eventually have persistent influences on 
cultural governance and policy making.  Hence, the writer argues that NGOs in fact 
are also involved in the cultural governance and policy making but in the other way 
round.  
 
NGOs’ Role in Cultural Conservation & Promotion 
 It has been a long history for NGOs such as the Tung Wah Group of Hospitals 
and Po Leung Kuk to provide social and community services for people of Hong 
Kong. However, it is a rather short history for NGOs to engage in cultural 
conservation and promotion. It is because public awareness of the value and 
importance of cultural or heritage conservation, particularly about local culture did 
not appear until 2000s.  Idealistically, the writer expects NGOs will perform all the 
roles as mentioned in Chapter 2 (i.e. supplementary provider, innovator, 
communicator, advocate and monitor).  
  
 However, what roles to be performed will depend on the objectives, 
positioning, organisational size, resources, belief, etc of particular NGO. In general, 
the longer history of a NGO, the more roles it will perform in views of accumulation 
of experience and availability of resources. For instance, the Conservancy 
Association established in 1968 has actively performing all preferable roles in 
relation to its mission which are:   
 
“Safeguard the environmental resources in Hong Kong, China and the World 
by advocating policies, monitoring government, promoting environmental 
education and taking a lead in community participation.” (CA) 
 
 The St James’ Settlement established in 1948, is originally a social service 
NGO looking after the well being of people of Wanchai. It is gradually developed 
into a network providing diversified social services to all people of Hong Kong. It 
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has also been playing the preferable roles in cultural conservation and promotion. 
The new service of “heritage preservation and sustainable development” is actually 
an extension of its community development services in response to the organisational 
mission and the community’s awareness of this issue in past decade: 
 
“We will strive to continuously improve our services to become a centre of 
excellence and pioneer in social service in order to respond appropriately and 
timely to the changing needs of our society and to meet and exceed the needs 
of our service recipients.” (SJS) 
 
Perhaps, it is understood that those younger NGOs established within a decade 
like the Hulu Culture and the Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage will 
focus on the roles of supplementary provider and innovator in views of 
organisational objectives, experience, resources, etc.  
 
The Hulu Culture established in 2009 has been performing the roles of 
supplementary provider and innovator. It indeed fulfil its inspiring mission by 
successfully organising various exhibitions, seminars, workshop, guided tours to 
cultural or heritage place, docent training, games, internship, publications, etc to 
draw public awareness and educate youngsters in cultural conservation.  
 
“We pay keen and dedicated attention to encourage a diversified development 
of local culture. We believe that through the participation and sharing of people 
from different social strata, through a convergence of the community, and 
through the provision of opportunities for people to use their talents, we can 
advance the development of social culture of Hong Kong.” (HC) 
 
 The Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage
5
 celebrated its 10
th
 
anniversary in 2014 has also been successfully organising various activities similar to 
                                                 
5
  The Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage (CACHe) is an independent non-governmental 
organisation established in 2004. It is not a subordinate group of the Conservancy Association (CA) 
established in 1968. However, CACHe and CA may work as partner or peer in heritage 
conservation if necessary. 
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the Hulu Culture for cultural conservation and promotion in response of its precise 
and realistic mission:  
 
“We aim at promoting the conservation of history, cultures and heritages in 
Hong Kong. We organise different kinds of activities for schools, communities 
and the public to enhance the social awareness of heritage conservation.” 
(CACHe) 
 
 No matter what roles are performing by the Hulu Culture, St James’ Settlement 
and the Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage, they have endeavoured to 
organise diversified and interactive activities for promotion of public and community 
awareness of cultural conservation with limited manpower and financial resources. 
Their financial resources are usually limited and mainly provided by sponsorship 
from the government, Community Chest Hong Kong, Jockey Club Charities Trust, 
Urban Renewal Fund and public donations. The sponsorship are always granted on 
project basis, for instance, the Hulu Culture has been sponsored to organise the 
“Heritage, Arts, Design” (HAD) Walk Project by the Jockey Club Charities Trust in 
the past 5 years. Within the approved budget, the Hulu Culture needed to specially 
design various interactive activities for public participation as well as education 
programme for youngsters according to the project theme. 
 
 The writer was impressed by the HAD Walk this year with title “Our Rocking 
City” organised between 2 May and 5 July at the Kowloon Walled City Park and 
Morse Park, Wong Tai Sin. The event consisted of two parts, one part was about the 
heritage of Kowloon City and the other part was about Wong Tai Sin.  The writer 
appreciated that the innovative and participative activities of the first part. Games 
were provided for children to learn the heritage and culture of Kowloon City. 
Artworks produced with different materials by primary, secondary and university 
students were displayed to express their impression about the heritage of the 





Games for children to learn the 
heritage of Kowloon Walled City 
 
Artworks of primary school students to show 
their impression about the unregistered dentists 
in the Kowloon Walled City 
  
 
Artworks of secondary school students to show 
their impression about the Hau Wong Temple   
 
Artwork of university students to show their 
impression about the packed buildings inside the 
Kowloon Walled City 
 
 The writer was touched by the simulated scenes of the Kowloon Walled City 
set up in the Park. Walking through the simulated dusky corridor, the writer recalled 
his memory of childhood in the 1960s when he resided in the hotbed of crime. The 
diming light, leaking drains overhang, running mice and flying cockroaches 
seemingly appeared again in front of the writer. The simulated roof produced by 
scaffolding with projected image of aeroplane flying pass buildings before landing 
was really impressive. Even someone who had never been in the Kowloon Walled 
City before, they would indeed impressed by the simulated scene and could have 





Simulated scene of dusky corridor under packed 
buildings inside  
the Kowloon Walled City 
 
Temporary exhibition hall with Chinese 
characters “三不管” (means hotbed of crime) 
on a banner displayed at the entrance 
 
 
Simulated roof of building and Scene of 
Kowloon Walled City 
 
Projected image of aeroplane flying over 
buildings before landing 
on the Kai Tak International Airport  
 
 The “Our Rocking City” was not only an exhibition with audio-visual display 
and interactive games, but also an educational event supplemented with a 
comprehensive souvenir publication. It published with precise history of Kowloon 
City and Wong Tai Sin with highlights of heritage sites and buildings as well as local 
culture illustrated with historical photos. For instance, the stories of old shops and 
restaurants as well as the flourishing Thai community and culture at Kowloon City 
were attractive. The publication was informative and actually a mini archive of the 
heritage and culture of Kowloon City and Wong Tai Sin. The writer appreciated that 
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Souvenir publication of “Our Rocking City” 
 
 
The brief history of the former 
Kai Tai International Airport 
 
 
Story of an old Chinese restaurant 
at Kowloon City 
 
Story of the flourishing Thai community and 
culture at Kowloon City 
 
 The “Our Rocking City” exhibition is one of the successful and attractive 
events of the Hulu Culture. Similar events have also been organised by the Hulu 
Culture, St James’ Settlement, Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage and 
other NGOs. They have been performing the role of supplementary provider and 
innovator to provide learning opportunity for public particularly youngsters to enjoy 
local culture and heritage. The writer opines that such roles are as important and 
contributory as taking part in cultural policy making and cultural governance. 
Learning activities are contributory as described in the “Heritage Cycle” where 
participants go through the process of understanding, valuing, caring and enjoying 
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consecutively like a cycle. Idealistically, the more learning activities provided, the 
more people will understand, value, care and enjoy heritage and culture.    
  
 
Source: Culture in Development 
http://www.cultureindevelopment.nl/cultural_heritage/what_is_cultural_heritage 
 
 Referring to the Heritage Cycle, the writer perceives that any activities or 
programmes which can provide opportunity for motivating public understanding, 
valuing, caring and enjoying local culture and heritage will service the purpose of 
cultural conservation and promotion. All these processes will be undergone 
consecutively. It implies that the trick is how to attract the target audience to kick off 
the heritage cycle. Guided tour to explore local culture or heritage trail/ place is one 
of the popular kick-off events organised by many NGOs.   
 
 The writer interviewed several part-time staff of the Hulu Culture while 
visiting the “Our Rocking City” exhibition on 20 June 2015. The feedbacks from 
interviewees have provided a clue for how they are attracted to kick off the heritage 
cycle. All four part-time staff are attracted by exhibitions or guided tours at the 
beginning. Subsequent to completion of docent training, they regularly serve as part-
time staff (docent) in conservation promotion activities of the Hulu Culture. Their 





Sharing of Experiences by NGOs for performing different Roles 
The Hulu Culture 
Thanks for Mr Simon Go’s consent to share his experiences with the writer in 
the interview on 14 July 2015. As Founder and Project Director of the Hulu Culture 
as well as a journalist, Simon’s passion and persistence on cultural conservation and 
promotion inspired the writer very much.  
 
He expressed that the Hulu Culture had always been creative and innovative in 
organising various activities and programmes for the public, particularly those young 
people. Due to resource constraints like manpower and finance, Simon anticipated 
that the Hulu Culture would carry on the organisational mission to perform 
promotional and educational roles (the writer interprets as the role of supplementary 
provider and innovator). It would be beneficial for development of local culture and 
creative industry if young people, as the successor of the society, to be provided with 
more opportunities to learn and experience traditional and local cultures.  
  
Simon expressed that the Hulu Culture would monitor the government’s 
performance on cultural conservation if necessary. However, the Hulu Culture would 
not perform the role of pressure group. It was not wise to comment on, criticize, 
propose suggestion or even oppose the government’s proposal or decision because of 
time and resource constraints as well as without understanding or thorough study of 
the subject matters. Furthermore, it would block the communication channel with the 
government. Effective communication with the government would facilitate win-win 
situation which might be beneficial for cultural conservation. 
 
The writer was aspired by Simon’s optimism about the natural fade out of 
some local culture and old shops. He expressed that the prime mission of the Hulu 
Culture was to educate young people to enjoy and value local culture and heritage 
before the fading out.  Thorough study and consideration should be taken if 
additional resources to be used for conserving fading out culture and old shops which 




Simon disclosed that he would occasionally discuss and share experience with 
staff of other NGOs on cultural conservation and promotion. He had also discussed 
with other NGOs for the possibility to jointly organise cultural events. 
 
Finally, Simon stressed that to keep the Hulu Culture’s activities and 
programmes attractive, he had to think all the time about entrepreneurship and 
innovation. 
 
The Conservancy Association Centre for Heritage (CACHe) 
  Thanks for Mr Lau Kwok Wai (Wai), Project Director of CACHe for his kind 
consent to meet the writer on 17 July 2015. The writer was impressed by his 
enthusiasm and experience in cultural conservation and promotion. 
 
 Wai expressed that CACHe would continue to perform the promotional and 
educational roles in cultural conservation (the writer interprets as the role of 
supplementary provider and innovator). The survival and sustainable development of 
CACHe were on top priority. It would be inappropriate for CACHe to comment, 
criticize, suggest solution, or even oppose government’s proposal or decision of 
cultural conservation without thorough studies. Besides, he opined that based on his 
past experience, the government would most likely not accept different views from 
NGOs. 
 
 Wai perceived that the conservation value of local culture or heritage should be 
assessed from the perspective of cultural landscape, daily life, environment and 
cultural ecology instead of only from the perspective of economic and people’s 
preference. The conservation value of “software” or intangible items related to 
human’s daily life was higher than “hardware” or the tangible artefacts of local 
culture or heritage. Converting more local culture or heritage as tourist points would 
only generate economic interest but would have no contribution to cultural 
conservation. 
 
 Wai expressed that CACHe was an independent NGO without government 
financial support, and thus had not much direct contact with government officials or 
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agencies. He also expressed that CACHe would not make any suggestions to the 
government for conservation of local culture or heritage because of time and 
resource constraints.    
 
St James’ Settlement (SJS) 
 Sincere thanks to Ms Chau Hei Suen, Suki, Group Project Officer of SJS to 
meet the writer on 27 July 2015. The writer was glad to meet Suki again since 2010 
after completion of a practical training in SJS for the project “Chinse Tenement 
Houses at Wanchai” as a requirement of the Master Degree of Science in 
Architectural Conservation of the University of Hong Kong. The writer was inspired 
by her passion and self confidence in cultural conservation. Her experience sharing 
from the perspective of social worker was also impressive. 
 
 As a social worker, Suki expressed that cultural conservation apparently was 
not a scope of social service. However, provision of learning opportunity for the 
community to understand and value local culture and conservation would mitigate 
the side effects of economic and urban development to the community and cultural 
ecology. So, cultural conservation could also be regarded as a measure of social 
service. 
 
 Suki expressed that SJS had been adopting a “District Base” tactic to provide 
social service to the community of Wanchai in the past 6 decades. The key elements 
for this tactic were the efficient communication and trust building with the local 
community. SJS therefore adopted a bottom-up approach for conducting learning 
activities and programmes on cultural conservation for local community. It was to 
enhance the sense of belongings and initiative of the local community to take part in 
the conservation of local culture and heritage. Let the local community to define their 
story and history as well as to value and propose conservation plan for Wanchai’s 
heritage was prime objective of SJS. The government’s approval in 2010 for the  
conservation project of “留屋留人” (means residents can stay in the heritage 
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building after revitalization) for the “Blue House”6 as proposed by SJS and initiated 
by the residents was a proof of success of such tactic.  
 
 Suki expressed that SJS had mainly performed supporting and educational 
roles in cultural conservation (the writer interprets as the role of supplementary 
provider and innovator). However, SJS would perform the role of advocate if 
necessary. She opined that SJS had been used to negotiate with the government for 
soliciting resources for social service and giving feedbacks on social service policy. 
SJS was familiar to perform the role of advocate but had been keen on maintaining a 
smooth communication channel with the government for the efficient provision of 
social service and cultural conservation. Based on past experiences, Suki expressed 
that she would sometime insist of her principle and argue with government officials, 
but would make consensus if necessary for balancing the interest of both parties. She 
felt that there would be no drawback such as trigger of difficulty in applying for 
government fund if SJS had arguments with the government. 
 
 Suki wished the innovative project for the “Blue House” would be an 
exemplified case for conservation of other cultural heritage, so that the unsatisfactory 
conservation of “Wo Cheong Pawn Shop”7 would not appear again.  
 
 She opined that the government had overlooked the conservation of local 
culture and only focus on high culture and performing arts under the fragmented 
cultural policy. The government had over concerned about the economic return for 
cultural conservation particularly the revitalization/ redevelopment of heritage 
buildings. The redevelopment project of Lee Tung Street, Wanchai was criticized as 
a shopping mall project with fake European façade. The original cultural landscape 
                                                 
6
  The “Blue House” is the common name called by many local residents for the four blocks of 4-
storey balcony-type tenement houses at 72-74A Stone Nullah Lane, Wan Chai, Hong Kong.  It is 
named because the façade of 3 blocks were painted with blue colour by the government contractor. 
The “Blue House” is classified as Grade I historic building because of its unique balcony-type and 
timber plus concrete structures which were once common in Hong Kong in 1920-30s.. 
7
  The “Wo Cheong Pawn Shop” at 60 - 66, Johnston Road, Wan Chai includes 4 blocks of Chinese 
tenement houses built in 1888 – 1900s. The buildings have been classified as grade II of historical 
buildings and now owned by the Urban Renewal Authority and private property developer. They 
were conserved as part of the Johnston Road redevelopment project by the Urban Renewal 
Authority in 2011.  The buildings are now hired for running high-class restaurant. The roof floor 
of the buildings will be opened to public conditionally on the owners’ discretion. (Apple Daily) 
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and spirit of place as a community of wedding card printers would mostly disappear 
after the redevelopment project. 
 
 Suki disclosed that SJS had been keeping contact with other NGOs for 
experience sharing and jointly organising conservation activities. She supported the 
idea to form an alliance or federation of NGOs and it would be advantageous for 
drawing more government attention to conservation of local culture and policy 
adjustments. However, she believed that other NGOs might not support this idea due 




Façade of the “Blue House”  
 
 
Façade of the “Pawn Shop”   
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 Based on the discussions in previous chapter, the writer concludes that it is 
natural and healthy for NGOs to perform different roles in respect of different 
organisational visions, mission and objectives as well as resources availability and 
staff experience in cultural conservation and promotion.  Different roles performed 
by NGOs will be equally important and contributory to cultural conservation and 
promotion. The writer understands that roles are changeable. NGOs may perform 
different roles at the same time and different roles will not be exclusive to each other. 
Furthermore, NGOs may change their roles over time and if necessary to achieve 
efficiency and effectiveness. 
  
 However, the writer perceives that NGOs’ roles are affected by the inefficient 
cultural governance and fragmented cultural policy. If the government would like to 
improve the cultural governance by observing the elements like participation, 
transparency, responsiveness and consensus orientation, the roles of NGO may 
change. If the cultural policy becomes comprehensive to include local culture and 
heritage as part of Hong Kong’s culture, the roles of NGOs may also change. If it is 
the case, more involvement and active participation of NGOs in cultural governance 
and policy-making will be anticipated.  
 
 Referring to the experience sharing with the staff of the Hulu Culture, CACHe 
and SJS, the writer has the impression that NGOs are heavily committed in 
performing their normal functions as well as struggling for financial resources or 
even survival. It is one of the reasons given by the Hulu Culture and CACHe that 
they would not perform the role of communicator, advocate and monitor because of 
lack of time and resources like finance and manpower to do so. Of course, NGOs 
may have sole discretion to perform any role despite of financial or resource 
constraints. 
 
 Subsequent to the inefficient cultural governance and fragmented cultural 
policy, the government does not value local culture and pay less attention to the 
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development and conservation. Hence, no government fund similar to the Arts 
Development Fund has been allocated for development and conservation of local 
culture. The NGOs without sufficient funding can therefore only perform the basic 
roles like supplementary provider and innovator. Consequently, NGOs may be 
capable but not available to perform advanced roles like communicator, advocate and 
monitor.  
 
 On the other hand, the government’s attitude and governance efficiency will 
also affect the roles of NGOs to be performed. The government’s positive attitude 
towards local culture and heritage and a participative, transparent and consensus 
oriented approach of cultural governance will encourage NGOs to perform more 
advanced roles to provide feedbacks and suggestions for improvement of 
conservation and development of local culture and heritage. On the contrary, 
negative government’s attitude will encourage NGOs to perform the basic roles in 
order to keep the less contact with the government as far as possible. The case of 
CACHe as mentioned in Chapter 5 is an exemplified case. 
 
 The writer perceives that the financial constraints experienced by NGOs will 
also affect their roles to be performed. While competing for sponsorship from limited 
source, i.e. Jockey Club Charities Trust, Urban Renewal Fund and District Boards, 
NGOs may not wish to be singled out for performing advanced roles such as 
advocate which would be political sensitive to these statutory bodies. Interestingly, 
this issue seems to have no effect for SJS even it has performed the role of advocate 






With reference to the conclusions, the writer recommends to improve cultural 
governance by setting up a Cultural Development and Conservation Commission
8
 
chaired by senior government official at directorate level, say the Secretary for Home 
Affairs. Half members of the commission are appointed by the government from 
professionals and experts for culture and arts (including representatives from NGOs). 
The other half members are nominated from the member of individual District 
Councils. Such composition of membership will help to have a better balance of 
cultural development, particularly local culture and popular culture.  
 
The Commission is to make and revise cultural and heritage policy for Hong 
Kong. It may be necessary to have a cluster of policies instead of a single policy in 
order to cover as far as possible high culture, performing arts, fine arts, local and 
popular cultures. Scope of individual areas of culture should be precisely defined. 
Policies made by the Commission will be implemented by government departments, 
e.g. LCSD.  
 
The writer also recommends to set up a Cultural Development and Heritage 
Fund in pace of the establishment of the Cultural Development and Heritage 
Commission similar to the existing Arts Development Fund. The fund will be used to 
sponsor activities and project for cultural development and heritage. NGOs are 
eligible to apply sponsorship from this fund. The fund will be managed by a 
committee appointed by the chairman of the Commission to ensure transparency and 
equity.  
 
                                                 
8
  The proposal for setting up the Cultural Development and Conservation Commission is deemed to 
be feasible with reference to the success of the First Peoples’ Cultural Council in Canada. The 
writer perceives that this council is an exemplified case of participative cultural governance where 
the First People can decide relevant policies and conserve their own culture by themselves. The 
Council is a provincial Crown Corporation formed by the government of British Columbia in 1990 to 
administer the First Peoples’ heritage, language and culture program. It is run under the First People’s 
Heritage, Language and Culture Act and governed by a board of directors comprised of up to 13 
members. The Board’s administration is supported by three sub-committees namely: Governance, 
Finance and Audit, and HR and Compensation Sub-Committees. A 34-member Advisory 
Committee, with one representative for each of the First Nations language groups in the British 
Columbia is formed to advise the Board. Source: http://www.fpcc.ca/about-us/governance/ 
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Finally, the writer recommends the formation of a Federation of Cultural 
Conservation and Promotion (文化保育及推廣聯盟) by NGOs which have been 
taking part in cultural conservation and promotion. The Federation will provide a 
platform for NGOs to regularly share their views and experiences in cultural 
conservation and promotion. The Federation will also nominate representatives to the 
government for being appointed as members of the proposed Cultural Development 
and Heritage Commission. NGOs can therefore have the opportunities to take part in 




                                                 
9
  The writer’s proposal for forming the Federation of Cultural Conservation and Promotion is 
originated from the Finnish Canadian Cultural Federation. It is a NGO formed in 1971 to act as a 
non-political co-ordinator between associations, congregations, clubs and other groups of Finnish 
ethnic background in Canada. Its major functions are to promote Finnish culture and ethnic 
customs in Canada, to promote Canada in Finland, to arrange cultural visits, to represent Finnish 
Canadians within other ethnic groups and to actively support the Finnish Canadian Grand Festivals. 
More importantly, the Federation plays an advocate role that it is to represent the Canadians of 
Finnish origin within other ethnic groups and as the need arises, to bring their views to the 
attention of Canadian authorities. The writer believes that the proposed Federation of Cultural 
Conservation and Promotion can function properly and play the role of advocate similar to the 
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姓氏: 徐小姐 年齡: 約 40 職業: 文職 
 
受訪地點: 九龍寨城公園   日期: 20.6.2015 
 
1. 開始參加「文化葫蘆」活動成為非全職人員(或義工)多少年？ 




















支持保護各區現存的文化建築、景物、習俗等。    






































姓氏: 馮先生 年齡: 約 40 職業: 文職 
 
受訪地點: 九龍寨城公園   日期: 20.6.2015 
 
1. 開始參加「文化葫蘆」活動成為非全職人員(或義工)多少年？ 


















存的文化建築、景物、習俗等的價值，並支持文化傳承和保育工作。   







































姓氏: 余小姐 年齡: 約 40 職業: 文職 
 
受訪地點: 九龍寨城公園   日期: 20.6.2015 
 
1. 開始參加「文化葫蘆」活動成為非全職員工(或義工)多少年？ 




















存的文化建築、景物、習俗等的價值，並支持文化傳承和保育工作。   













































姓氏: 吳先生 年齡: 約 20 學生 
 


















築/景物和不同文化。   




















姓氏: 王先生 年齡: 約 20 學生 
 



















了解和珍惜香港各區現存的文化建築、景物、習俗等的價值。   
 























姓氏: 彭先生 年齡: 約 65 職業: 已退休 
 
受訪地點: 摩士公園   日期: 20.6.2015 
 
1. 開始參加「文化葫蘆」活動成為非全職人員(或義工)多少年？ 





























































姓名:  吳文正先生 年紀:  職位: 創辦人及項目總監 
訪問日期及時間: 14.7.2015 (1900) 地點: 「文化葫蘆」辦公室 
 
1. 那一年創辦「文化葫蘆」？ 



























































姓名:  劉國偉先生 年紀: 職位: 執行總監 














































平民大眾享用。                                                        














































姓名:  周希旋小姐 年紀:  職位: 團隊主任 































































































































































































































































































































































 時至 2015 年，觀塘工業區現存的 6 個報紙檔都座落在 3 條人流較多的




接通往裕民坊主要通道的巧明街上，就有 2 個報紙檔，1 個位於駿業里行人天
橋入口處，另 1個位於巧明街安盛 AXA大廈旁邊。而最後 1檔位於鴻圖道某




 就筆者所觀察，現存的 6 個報紙檔大部份基本上都沿用保誠的報紙架設
計，不過規模及面積就擴大了，例如位於安盛 AXA 大廈旁邊及開源道某茶餐
廳門外的 2 個報紙檔曾接受商業贊助(如香煙)，其報紙架設計物料及顏色都有
別於其他 4 個報紙檔(採用 1970 年代流行的鐵質外殼和髹上紅或綠色，簡單而




鴻圖道 90 號附近的報紙檔 巧明街安盛 AXA 大廈旁邊的報紙檔 
來源: 筆者 
 
  筆者成功訪問了其中 3個分別是為開源道 60及 67號和鴻圖道 90號附
近的報紙檔。第 1檔檔主是邱女士，年約 70餘歲，於現址開檔已有 25年、第

































































































































































































































容納 800 噸船舶)亦於 1846 年在港島東角建成。其後重達 1,370 噸的輪船"皇后"
號（Queen）於 1853 年建成下水。這都反映出當年香港在造船業的成績。 
 





僱用員工多達 4,500 人。英資太古洋行投資開辦的太古船塢公司於 1883 年成立
及在港島建成太古船塢（現址為太古城），曾僱用員工多達 5,000 人。華資的
廣協隆船廠及廣福祥機器船廠分別於 1877 年及 1895 年成立。可以說香港直到
1941 年底被日軍侵佔前，在造船技術和出產船隻的排水量不比當時亞洲另一造











於 1883 年在港島 魚涌興建太古船塢，同時也在船塢附近設立太古糖廠及香
港汽水廠，製糖和食品生產也就成為當年香港造船以外的周邊工業。 
 
1863 年，政府建成香港首個水塘(薄扶林水塘)，隨後至 1970 年代先後共
建成 17 個水塘，除向市民供應家居用水外，亦為日後發展的工業特別是紡織



























軍需產品，支援抗戰(1930 – 1940 年代) 
 
 進入 1930 年代，香港剛發展起來的手工業受到三方面的衝擊。自 20 世
紀初，日本因工業化及生產技術逐步提高而出現產品過剩，因而採取廉價向世
界各地特別是亞洲各國傾銷產品。香港手工業產品因而要面對強大的競爭壓力。




關稅，稅率按貨品種類及價值從 5％至 80％共分 13 級徵收，以保護民族工業
發展，香港手工業產品亦無可避免受到影響。 
 
























1938 及 1939 年, 香港工業產品出口總值分別為 9 千 5 百萬元及 9 千 9 百萬元
(包括國內經港轉口貨品)，顯示出手工業興旺的景象。1939 年出口的貨品，種
類以紡織品居首位、其後依次排序為煙草、膠鞋、帽類、手電筒、爆竹、罐頭、
蓆類、餅餌及傢具。根據紀錄，香港在 1939 年有登記工廠近 6 百家，僱用工
人近 5 萬 7 千人，其中近 1 萬 1 千人在各船塢工作，近 6 千人(大多是婦女)在
紡織廠工作。但由於抗日戰事影響而導致大量內地難民到港，香港在 1941 年























特殊情況下，便迅速發展起來。在政府勞工處註冊的工廠由 1947 年只有 978
間到 1957 年增至 3,373 間，工人數目由 51,627 人增至 153,033 人。工廠當中僱




































































炸性的增長。據 2007 年的紀錄，廣東省港資企業中，約有 9 成在 1991 年






















業的人口有 99 萬人，佔總就業人口的 42%。10 年後(即 1990 年)，工人數字跌
至 650,000，比率降至 28% 。香港從事製造業的人口在 2000 年進一步下跌到
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視下列 11 文化創意產業的發展對促進本港經濟的作用： 
 建築  
 藝術  
 音樂/表演藝術  
  
 94 
 古董與工藝品  
 設計  
 廣告  
 電影與錄像  
 電視與電台  
 印刷及出版  
 數碼娛樂  
 軟件與電子計算  
曾蔭權在施政報告中亦提出政府未來會增撥資源扶助文化創意產業的發展，
包括資助文化創意產業團體或公司開發產業、培訓人才、提升技術、開拓市場
及推廣等。政府統計處的統計資料顯示香港在 2005 年至 2012 年文化創意產業
對本港市民生產總值有增值效應，而從事文化創意產業的人數按年有上升的趨
勢。2014 年，政府統計顯示有 50 萬人從事於近 37,000 個文化創意產業項目，
提高了本港市民生產總值約 98 億元或 4.9%。這顯示出政府過去數年的工作收
到一定成績。不過，政府就經常被批評沒有妥善為文化創意產業提供生產或培
育的空間，令從業員被迫選擇空置的工廠大廈作為工作室、練習室、音樂室、



































































































自 2001 年開始的《 伙炭藝術工作室開放計劃 》，期間的兩個周六及周日有多
達八十多間工作室同時開放, 二百多位藝術家會公開展出其作品及與參觀者對

























































在 300 多工廈內最少存在 600 多隊流行樂隊，其中不乏漸具名氣的獨立樂隊如









































九龍灣較精確的記載見於 1810 年刊印由西人 Daniel, Ross & Philip 






















































































































額被移放在樂善堂小學保存。1932 年，政府拆去 1910 年建成的水泥碼頭，另
在原本於 1875 年建成的石碼頭南端沿北 131 度，向海續建一段長 60 米的新碼




龍津橋及接官亭 (Source: Wikipedia) 
 
































































































2009 年 10 月向發展局局長提出申請，要求局長根據《市區重建局條例》向行
政長官會同行政會議建議收回土地以保育方案。其後行政長官會同行政會議同
意有關申請。地政總署隨後已根據《收回土地條例》刊憲收回衙前圍村的土地






 據記載，九龍灣東面地區海岸自 10 世紀宋朝時已為鹽田，產量頗豐，
故在九龍地區設立官富場及派遣官兵駐守管理。南宋時曾因鹽量減少而廢置，
其後又因產量提升而復置。明清兩朝亦設置官富巡司管理鹽田。不過，這一帶
鹽田盛產情境相信已因清朝政府於 1661 年至 1683 年（順治十八年至康熙二十
二年）在山東至廣東沿海地方實施的遷界令所波及而一去不返。這地區的正式









































































All maps showed above are sourced from Hal Empson. 
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軍事用途。1958 年 9 月 12 日，啟德機場位於九龍灣填海區的 13/31 跑道啟用，
取代舊跑道。舊跑道一帶空置地方可供發展為工業區，方便商人設廠及為市民
提供就業機會。 
1959 年 7 月 1 日工商日報報導：『據港府新聞處稱，前啟德機場(建於三
十及四十年代)一部份，並未列入新機場範圍內的土地，將定名為新蒲崗。該
地區北面以清水灣道(現部份為彩虹道)為界，南面以新機場界線(現為太子道)









建啟德機場、1943 年日本佔據據香港時擴建啟德機場及 1950 年代末政府興建













發展，故往返香港及九龍市中心均交通不便。1919 年 11 月 21 日，港督司徒拔
不怕舟車勞動，老遠從中環督憲府前來參觀位於蒲崗村的曾富家塾，可算是對
當時身為華人代表之一的曾富臉上貼了金。曾富家塾是以經營外國(特別是日
本)煤炭生意及四度出任鐘聲慈善社會長(1920, 1922, 1924 & 1925)的富商曾富
(又名曾兆榮)興辦的義學，目的是為貧困兒童提供接受基本教育的機會。1922











































1930 年，曾富去世。曾富別墅風光不再而被出租圖利。1931 年 9 月 26 日，




境。為平息日本政府的不滿，港府於 1932 年 3 月底，透過日本駐香港領事館







































5 月 4 日，約 30 名工人要求與資方談判，又在工廠外張貼大字報及毛主席





不果下，出動防暴隊逮捕了 21 名工人。 
 
5 月 11 日，警方派出 620 多人組成的防暴隊到大有街鎮壓示威工人及群眾。
同時，於黃大仙徙置區搜捕參與騷亂人士，期間一名 13 歲少年陳廣生不幸喪






期間共發現 1,167 個炸彈、導致 51 人死亡(包括 10 名警員) ，832 人受傷(包括













1957 年更名星光實業。1963 年香港水荒，實施制水，「紅 A」的膠水桶大受












公司有關聯。長江製衣有限公司由陳瑞球博士於於 1949 年創辦, 並於 1970 年
成為上市公司。該公司經營照過 60 年，由單一製衣廠模式發展成集團式多元

































。因此，遊樂場最終於 1982 年 4 月正式結業，原址併入政府管理的彩虹道遊













的蓬勃發展，眾多座位的大型戲院日漸經營困難。最終麗宮戲院在 1992 年 3
月正式結業，拆卸後重建成為商住用途的越秀廣場。 
 
照片來源: Google 
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